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A B S T R A C T

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) technique has been widely utilized in fabrication of 3D porous scaffolds for
tissue engineering (TE) applications. Surprisingly, although there are many publications devoted to the archi-
tectural features of the 3D scaffolds fabricated by the FDM, none of them give us evident information about the
impact of the diameter of the fibres on material properties. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate, for
the first time, the effect of the diameter of 3D-printed PCL fibres on variations in their microstructure and
resulting mechanical behaviour. The fibres made of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) were extruded through com-
monly used types of nozzles (inner diameter ranging from 0.18mm to 1.07mm) by means of FDM technique.
Static tensile test and atomic force microscopy working in force spectroscopy mode revealed strong decrease in
the Young's modulus and yield strength with increasing fibre diameter in the investigated range. To explain this
phenomenon, we conducted differential scanning calorimetry, wide-angle X-ray-scattering, Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy, infrared and polarized light microscopy imaging. The obtained results clearly showed that
the most prominent effect on the obtained microstructures and mechanical properties had different cooling and
shear rates during fabrication process causing changes in supramolecular interactions of PCL. The observed fibre
size-dependent formation of hydrogen bonds affected the crystalline structure and its stability. Summarising, this
study clearly demonstrates that the diameter of 3D-printed fibres has a strong effect on obtained microstructure
and mechanical properties, therefore should be taken into consideration during design of the 3D TE scaffolds.

1. Introduction

Tissue engineering (TE) combines life sciences, chemistry and en-
gineering to develop treatment strategies of damaged tissues and or-
gans. In one of the TE approaches, 3D artificial matrices (scaffolds) are
used. To enable cell adhesion and organization, the scaffolds should be
made of biocompatible materials and possess open porosity, among
others. Moreover, the shape and size of the pores should be carefully
designed as it determines stiffness and permeability of the scaffold and,
therefore, its biological performance [1].

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) [2–5] and its modifications, i.e.
3D Fibre Deposition [5–11], 3D Plotting [12–16] and Precision Ex-
truding Deposition [5,17,18] are examples of additive manufacturing
techniques. They are based on deposition of melt of polymer in a form
of fibres in a layer-by-layer fashion. All aforementioned techniques are
widely used in TE to fabricate 3D porous scaffolds as they are computer-

aided, thus ensure high shape fidelity and reproducibility [2–18].
By varying the distance between individual fibres and deposition

angle in consecutive layers of a scaffold, size and shape of pores can be
adjusted. This in turn yields different porosity and mechanical prop-
erties and has significant impact on biological performance of the
scaffolds [2,19–21].

Mechanical properties of scaffolds depend not only on the archi-
tecture thereof but also on bulk properties of used material. Those, in
turn, are determined by polymer chemistry, molecular weight (MW),
degree of crystallinity and macromolecular arrangement. For example,
poly(L-lactide) has stiffness superior to that of poly(ε-caprolactone),
PCL [22,23]. Regarding the MW, low-MW PCL (Mw ~14 kDa) has
stiffness lower than high-MW PCL (Mw ~65 kDa) [24]. However, fur-
ther increase in MW leads to decrease in crystallinity, and thus stiffness
of the polymer bulk [25,26]. Additionally, mechanical properties might
be tailored by manipulating the crystallinity and molecular orientation.
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The former can be enhanced by post-extrusion annealing at increased
temperatures or drawing during fibres formation [27–30]. The latter
may be affected by increase of shear stress during processing of semi-
crystalline polymers causing changes in microstructure and mechanical
properties [31,32]. In the case of extrusion of polymer melt, the mo-
lecular order increases with shear stress which can be modulated, e.g.
by diameter of the nozzle [31].

All the aforementioned reports suggest that mechanical properties
of the building blocks of an FDM-scaffold, i.e. the deposited fibres,
might depend on diameter thereof. However, this parameter was not
comprehensively investigated from microstructural point of view. In
the majority of the reported studies utilizing the FDM in TE, the fibre
diameter was set to be a constant value while other parameters (e.g.
fibre spacing, deposition angle or shift of fibres in n+ 2 layer) were
altered [1,19,33]. In the few studies, where the fibre diameter was
changed during scaffold fabrication, the possible variations in obtained
microstructures were omitted. Moreover, the mechanical properties of
the designed constructs were evaluated in the context of porosity and
not fibre diameter [2,10]. However, the systematic study explaining
phenomena governing a manifold-scaled changes in microstructure
occurring during FDM fabrication of PCL fibres is still missing.

The aim of this study was to investigate for the first time the effect
of diameter of 3D-printed PCL fibres on their microstructure and me-
chanical properties. To this end, PCL-fibres were extruded through
nozzles with various inner diameters ranging from 0.18mm to 1.07mm
using the FDM printer. Static tensile testing and atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) were used to evaluate mechanical properties of the fibres
in the macro and nanoscale. In order to reveal the underlying causes of
the observed relation between the diameter and the mechanical per-
formance the differences in microstructure of extruded fibres were in-
vestigated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), wide-angle X-ray
scattering (WAXS), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
polarized light microscopy (PLM). Moreover, the infrared (IR) imaging
was performed to study the change of temperature of PCL fibres during
printing.

2. Materials and methods

Poly (ε-caprolactone) (PCL, Mn 70,000–90,000, granules, Aldrich,
UK) and methylene chloride (Chempur, Poland) were used to prepare
polymeric films by solvent casting method. After dissolution of the
granules, the solution was cast into glass Petri dishes and dried over-
night under the hood at room temperature. Obtained films were ad-
ditionally dried for 72 h in vacuum dryer (35 °C, p=100mbar) and
stored at 25 °C (p= 100mbar).

2.1. Fabrication of fibres

Fibres were fabricated by Precision Extruding Deposition (a mod-
ified FDM method), using BioScaffolder (SYSENG, Germany). Material
was heated to 100 °C and extruded through six different nozzles (EZ-
FLO Encapsulation Needle, DL Technology, USA) with inner diameters
(ID) ranging from 0.18mm to 1.07mm. To fabricate single fibres with
circular cross section, the PCL melt was deposited on a house-made
platform (Fig. 1) designed to ensure reduced contact with the platform
and thus limiting deformation of the fibres. The fibres were deposited at
the distance of 2.5 ID. The parameters of the printing (XY feed rate and
spindle screw speed) were adjusted to obtain regular 40mm long fibres
with the diameter corresponding to inner diameter of the used nozzles.
To calculate apparent shear rate ( ) at the walls of the nozzles, we used
Eq. (1) which was applied by Pezzin and co-workers in capillary ex-
trusion experiments [34]:

= Q
D

32
3 (1)

where Q is a flow rate determined experimentally, and ID is the inner

diameter of a nozzle. The fibres after fabrication were stored at room
temperature for 1month before further experiments to ensure the re-
laxation of microstructure.

2.2. Infrared (IR) imaging

IR imaging was performed during extrusion process with thermo-
graphic camera V50 (VIGO System S.A., Poland) equipped with stan-
dard lenses. The field of view of camera covered a fixed area of printing
platform. Thermograms were taken automatically every 5 s. From
single thermogram, the linear profile of temperature was analysed.
Observation was carried out for 3 types of nozzles with ID 1.07mm,
0.41mm and 0.25mm.

2.3. Tensile testing

In order to determine the Young's Modulus (E) of fibres with various
diameters, static tensile testing was carried out on a MicroTester 5943
(Instron, USA) with rate equal 1%/min of the initial length
(L0= 10mm). E was calculated according to ISO-527 norm using linear
regression in the range from ε1 = 0,0005 to ε2 = 0,0025 of the stress-
strain curve. From the same test, yield strength (σ1) was determined by
the offset method at strain of 1% of the initial length. Five fibres of each
type were tested in the strain range up to necking.

2.4. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Apparent Young's modulus (EJKR) values were estimated using Force
Spectroscopy AFM mode. The measurement is based on the acquisition
of so-called force-distance curves that correspond to relation between
the deflection of a scanning probe and relative position of microscope's
piezoelectric scanner. Probe deflection suits to the force between the
end of the scanning probe and the surface of the tested sample.

The cross sections of fibres were prepared using ultramicrotome
(EM UC7, Leica) equipped with a glass knife at −70 °C. Two different
areas were measured in the centre of each sample and>1000 curves
were acquired over every tested area of 10×10 μm. In our research,
EJKR value was determined according to the principles of JKR (Johnson-
Kendall-Roberts) [35,36] model according to Eq. (2):

= ( )E P
R h

3
4

JKR
JKR

3
2 (2)

where: R is the scanning probe's curvature, h is the indentation depth
and PJKR is the reduced pressure force.

Prior to the experiment, the scanning probes (RC800PSA-no.3 from
Olympus, Japan) were calibrated using Thermal Tune method.
Scanning probe with 15 nm radius was chosen, since smaller radius of
the probe may cause overestimation of Young's modulus value [37].
AFM measurements were done under ambient conditions in air, at

Fig. 1. The visualisation of platform for fabrication of fibres with 1.07mm fi-
bres printed on it.
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25 ± 2 °C and humidity 30 ± 2% on MFP3D-BIO AFM from Asylum
Research/Oxford Instruments equipped with extended (40 μm) Z
scanner. Data processing was conducted with Igor Pro (ver. 6.37)
software provided by the microscope producer.

2.5. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

DSC was used to determine the thermal properties and the degree of
crystallinity of the fibres. Measurements were carried out using Q2000
apparatus (TA Instruments). The samples were cooled to −80 °C and
then heated to 120 °C with heating and cooling ramp of 10 °C/min. The
degree of crystallinity Χc was calculated according to Eq. (3) from the
first heating cycle:

= H H100% /c m f
0 (3)

where: ΔHm – enthalpy of fusion of sample [J/g], ΔHf
0 – enthalpy of

fusion of 100% crystalline PCL (142 J/g) [J/g] [38].

2.6. Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)

WAXS technique was applied for analysis of crystallinity and na-
nostructure of the PCL fibres. WAXS measurements were performed
using Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer operated at the voltage of
40 kV, current of 20mA and CuKα radiation with wavelength of
0.1542 nm. All measurements were performed in reflection mode. The
angular range of measurements, 2Θ, was between 5° and 35°.
Considering overlapping of diffraction peaks from crystal peaks of PCL,
peaks on WAXS radial profiles from crystal and amorphous phases were
deconvoluted using Pearson VII and Gauss function, respectively [39].
From this data, degree of crystallinity, position of peak from main
crystal lattices (110), (111) and (200) and crystallite sizes were de-
termined.

The crystallite size L was calculated by Scherrer Eq. (4) [40]:

=L K
cos (4)

where L is the crystallite dimension, or coherence length, perpendicular
to the (hkℓ) plane, K (= 0.9) is the Scherrer constant, β is line broad-
ening at half the maximum intensity, λ is the wavelength of the X-rays
and θ is the Bragg angle.

2.7. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

The infrared spectra were recorded using Nicolet 8700 FTIR spec-
trometer. Measurements in ATR mode with diamond crystal were made
with resolution of 4 cm−1 and 128 scans. Data were collected and
analysed in the dedicated Omnic software. In order to determine the
ratio of crystalline and amorphous phase, the PCL carbonyl band (1600-
1820 cm−1) was deconvoluted [41–43]. The obtained PCL carbonyl
band peak was automatically resolved into four components Voight's
peaks. The main peaks derived from amorphous band (peak “4”) and a
crystalline band (peak “3”) had maxima fixed at 1732 cm−1 and in the
range 1720–1722 cm−1, respectively. Other two peaks, called peaks “1”
and “2”, were fixed at 1690 cm−1 and 1700 cm−1 and their FWHM was

set as 25 cm−1. Performed procedure enabled detailed analysis of
changes in area and the position of the main peaks. The degree of
crystallinity Xc was calculated as a ratio of Ac/(Ac+Aa), where Aa was
the area of peak “4” derived from amorphous band (A4) and Ac was
estimated in two ways; as the area of crystalline band (A3, from peak
“3”) with or without areas of additional peaks “1” (A1) and “2” (A2)
(which originate from interactions of carbonyl groups in the
C=O⋯CH2 hydrogen bonding) [43,44].

2.8. Polarized light microscopy (PLM)

The polarizing-interference microscope MPI 5 (PZO Co, Poland) was
used for the analysis of size of spherulites. Investigated samples were in
a form of 1 μm-thick slices obtained during cryo-sectioning (−70 °C)
using ultramicrotome (EM UC7, Leica) equipped with a glass knife.
Before cutting, fibres were embedded in a chloroprene rubber-based
glue (Klej guma-metal, Dragon, Poland) which easily enabled to obtain
ultra-thin slices. Foils were collected on standard glass slides and cov-
ered with coverslips.

3. Results

Fibres with diameters in the range of 0.18mm to 1.07mm were
fabricated by FDM using six different nozzles. To obtain smooth surface
and desired diameter of fibres, feed rate was adjusted experimentally
between 20 and 95mm/min with the maximum for nozzle ID 0.33mm
(Table 1). First, the profiles of temperature in longitudinal direction
were recorded to visualise the difference in cooling rates between fi-
bres. In the next steps, the mechanical properties of fibres and various
analyses of the degree of crystallinity and microstructure were con-
ducted.

3.1. Temperature of surface during fabrication process

Temperature profile of the surface along the longitudinal direction
of the extruded 0.25mm, 0.41mm and 1.07mm fibres of PCL was
measured from the collected thermograms (Fig. 2a). Difference in the
recorded initial temperature of the extruded fibres were observed
(Fig. 2b); it was 54 °C, 44 °C and 36 °C for1.07mm, 0.41mm and
0.25mm fibres, respectively. Moreover, the IR imaging showed various
slopes of cooling profiles recorded during extrusion of the investigated
fibres, with cooling rate of 1.07mm fibres being much lower than of the
other two. After 30 s of spontaneous cooling, the temperature of the
1.07mm fibres reached approx. 26 °C and remained constant for ap-
prox. another 30 s. Afterwards, the 1.07mm fibres equilibrated to the
ambient temperature (22 °C). Here, it should be emphasized that the
obtained results are used just for illustration of the phenomenon, and
they should not be considered as quantitative data due to the resolution
of the camera.

3.2. Mechanical properties

Fabricated PCL fibres were submitted to a static tensile test. The
obtained results showed strong converse correlation between the

Table 1
Parameters of fabrication of fibres: ID – inner diameter of nozzle, T – temperature, p – pressure, F – XY feed rate, VD – Spindle screw speed, Q – flow rate, – shear
rate, OD – obtained diameter (± SD).

ID [mm] T [°C] p [MPa] F [mm/min] VD [rpm] Q [ml/h] [1/s] OD [mm]

0.18 100 0.5 20 180 0.20 96.3 0.182 ±0.005
0.25 70 180 0.40 72.2 0.242 ±0.003
0.33 95 200 0.95 75.1 0.326 ±0.008
0.41 85 200 1.34 54.9 0.428 ±0.008
0.58 40 180 2.38 34.5 0.608 ±0.020
1.07 55 100 3.11 7.2 1.022 ±0.027
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Fig. 2. The results obtained during IR observations: a) the thermogram after 1min of printing of fibres thru nozzle with ID 1.07mm (the ambient temperature was
22 °C) and b) the change of temperature of 1.07mm, 0.41mm and 0.25mm fibres after extrusion.

Fig. 3. a) The engineering stress-strain curves of re-
presentative samples in tensile test; b) Young's
modulus and c) yield strength as a function of fibre
diameter measured by static tensile test; d) apparent
Young's modulus EJKR estimated for fibres 0.25mm,
0.41mm and 1.07mm using AFM working in force
spectroscopy mode.

Fig. 4. a) The heat flow during melting as a function
of fibre diameter recorded during DSC measure-
ments. The offset between signals is applied to en-
sure easier analysis. The presented endotherms are
from first heating run. The insert shows the position
of peaks minima, b) the relation between fibre dia-
meter and melting temperature (□) and crystallinity
(◊) based on the heat of fusion of the fabricated fi-
bres. The results were obtained from first heating
run.
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diameter of the extruded fibres and measured mechanical properties
(Fig. 3b and c). The thicker fibres exhibited both lower values of E and
lower yield strength. The post hoc one-way ANOVA with a Tu-
key–Kramer pair-wise comparison test of the results showed significant
differences between majority of pairs for all compared subgroups (Table
A1 in Supplementary Data). The difference between the marginal va-
lues of E was approx. 44%: 420 ± 42MPa for 0.18mm and
237 ± 42MPa for 1.07mm. For σ1, it was 12.8 ± 0.5MPa and
8.3 ± 1.3MPa for 0.18mm and 1.07mm, respectively. The E and σ1
plotted as a function of fibre diameter fitted the power functions with
R2 > 0.93.

To prove that the obtained results were an intrinsic property of the
fibres and not a systematic error, AFM working in force spectroscopy
mode was used. In these measurements, similar trend was found
(Fig. 3d). EJKR was 388 ± 22, 301 ± 18 and 160 ± 15MPa for fibres
0.25mm, 0.41mm and 1.07mm, respectively.

3.3. Crystallinity and molecular structure of fibres

DSC, WAXS and FTIR measurements were conducted to analyse the
degree of crystallinity, Xc. Xc values obtained by DSC (Fig. 4) oscillated
around 51% with very slight declining trend towards thicker fibres. To
exclude the effect of possible variations in heat transfer caused by dif-
ferences in contact areas between sample and the pan, which could lead
to calculation of erroneous Xc [45] during DSC analysis, the WAXS was
conducted (Fig. 5). We found strong declining trend of Xc by WAXS in a

function of increasing fibre diameter. The crystallinity decreased by
over 10% from 59.2% for 0.18mm fibres, through 52.2% for 0.41mm
fibres, to 48.5% for 1.07mm fibres. From FTIR analysis of the C=O
stretching vibration region (Fig. 6a and b), which is widely used to
investigate the structure and degradation of biomaterials [46–48], we
assessed that the Xc calculated as a Ac/(Ac+Aa), where Ac=A3, was
slightly higher for thinner fibres. When Ac=A1+A2+A3, the value
of Xc was higher, however, the declining trend was weaker (Fig. 6c).

DSC, WAXS and FTIR signals allowed us to analyse additional aspect
of molecular structure of fibres. For example, the DSC data revealed
that the shape of melting endotherm varied between different types of
fibres. The peak minimum of Tm (1st heating), presented in Fig. 4a, was
in the range from 62.2 °C to 63.9 °C; moreover, the trend that fibres
with larger diameter had higher Tm occurred. Besides that, the start
point of the transition was almost the same for all types of fibres, with
the difference that the thinner fibres had sharper peaks and transition
thereof finished at lower temperatures. The shape of the DSC curves
obtained from thinner fibres suggests smaller crystals size, wide range
of their distribution and/or weaker arrangement of them in comparison
to thicker fibres.

Radial profile of WAXS analysis indicated three peaks for (110),
(111) and (200) planes characteristic for orthorhombic PCL crystal
lattices [49]. We observed that with the increase of the diameter of
fibres, slight shift to lower 2Θ values of the mentioned peaks occurred
(Fig. 5a). Moreover, the increase of values of FWHM of peaks for (111)
and (200) planes was observed, whereas it decreased for plane (110).

Fig. 5. a) WAXS radial profile of PCL samples in the range of 2ϴ from 20° to 25° presenting the shift of peaks, b) degree of crystallinity Xc calculated from WAXS, c)
crystallite size in (110), (111) and (200) planes in PCL crystal lattices.
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From Scherrer's equation it is known that FWHM is directly linked with
crystallite dimensions along the direction perpendicular to the crys-
tallographic plane (hkl). Determined crystallites sizes in the aforemen-
tioned directions are presented in Fig. 5c. Decrease of crystallite di-
mensions along normal to (111) and (200) planes for thicker fibres was
observed. In the case of 110 plane, increase of crystallite size was re-
corded. Additionally, there is more than two folds difference between
the dimension of crystallites L200 and L110 or L111 for 1.07mm fibres,
whereas for 0.18mm fibres all dimensions of crystallites were very si-
milar.

FTIR spectroscopy is a highly sensitive tool to detect structural
changes occurring during crystallisation [50]. In this study, the FTIR
analysis showed change of the position of carbonyl peak derived from
crystalline phase (Fig. 6d). For thicker fibres, the maximum of the peak
was shifted to lower values of wavenumber. Moreover, in region of
asymmetric stretching modes of CH2 group of crystalline PCL, more
peaks (apparent as more inflections of signal or zero value in 2nd de-
rivative) originating from presence of hydrogen bonds [43,44] were
observed for thicker fibres (Figs. 6e and f).

Spherulites present in semi-crystalline polymers consist of lamellas

Fig. 6. a) The IR spectra in the C=O stretching vibration region, b) carbonyl band peak resolved into four components of Voight's peaks, c) degree of crystallinity Xc
calculated as a ratio of Ac/(Ac+Aa), where Ac was the area of peak(s) derived from crystalline band (with or without peaks “1” and “2” derived from C=O with CH2

interactions) and Aa was the area of peak derived from amorphous band, d) plot of maximum position of peak 3 as a function of fibre dimeter, e) the obtained spectra
of PCL in the CH2 stretching vibration region and f) 2nd derivatives thereof with shadowed areas depicting the regions where changes in frequency occurred.
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built from crystals and amorphous phase distributed between them. In
case of the investigated fibres, the spherulites size increased with fibre
diameter (Fig. 7). Qualitative analysis of the micrographs clearly shows
that the spherulites present in the 0.25 fibres were much smaller than
those in the 1.07mm fibres.

4. Discussion

In this study, the relation between the diameter of micro-extruded
PCL fibres and their mechanical properties was investigated. The ob-
tained results showed that thinner fibres had higher Young's modulus
and yield strength. This corresponded to changes in crystallinity and
crystalline structure of the obtained fibres.

It is known, that the mechanical properties of materials depend on
their microstructure. In the case of semi-crystalline polymers, their
chains can form amorphous and crystalline phases, which are soft and
hard, respectively. Since the crystalline phase is denser and acts as a
reinforcement of the amorphous one, their ratio influences various
material properties, including the stiffness [27,28]. Therefore, the first
step towards explanation of the relation between the diameter of fibres
and mechanical properties thereof was the measurement of the crys-
tallinity. To exclude the possibility of systematic measurement error,
we decided to employ three techniques used for determination of this
parameter. DSC and FTIR analysis showed no clear decreasing trend
between crystallinity and the fibre diameter, whereas WAXS results
show distinctly lower values of Xc for thicker fibres. The difference
between values of Xc obtained using these three analytical methods was
caused by different phenomena being measured and their different
sensitivity to presence of crystal defects and variations in micro-
structure [44,51–53]. Thus, complex analysis of the results produced by
aforementioned methods was performed and a large variety within
microstructure of the fibres was detected.

During fabrication process, the material was heated to 100 °C and
the surrounding temperature was constant for all samples. However,
heat transfer during cooling was not the same. It was observed that
thinner fibres cooled down much faster than thicker one (Fig. 1b). This
was related to the mass of extruded material per unit of length, which
was higher for thicker fibres. It is commonly known that when the
difference between ambient and material temperatures is the same, the
heat transfer strongly depends on the mass of the sample. We estimate
that the ratio of mass per unit of length of 1.07mm and 0.18mm fibres
was approximately 35; therefore, the cooling rate for fibres 0.18mm
was much higher than for 1.07mm. Since the crystallisation tempera-
ture (Tc) decreases with increasing cooling rate, the non-isothermal
crystallisation of the fibre melt was accelerated in the case of smaller
fibres [54]. The effect of cooling rate on spherulite morphology was
clearly visible on PLM images (Fig. 7), where the slowly cooled big-
diameter fibres had the biggest spherulites. This is consistent with the
reported studies investigating the effect of cooling rate on spherulite
size [55,56] In the case of thinner fibres, when faster cooling occurred,
larger number of nucleation centres appeared in the initial state of
crystallisation and it limited spherulites growth. As the result, small-

diameter fibres had higher number of, however, smaller spherulites.
Another possible parameter affecting spherulite morphology is the

shear stress during extrusion of the molten material. Janeschitz-Kriegl
and co-workers demonstrated strong influence of shear rate applied in a
range 20–150 s−1 on microstructure [57]. The authors demonstrated
formation of higher number of nucleation centres at higher shear rates
which yielded smaller spherulites. Moreover, different nozzle diameters
could affect the temperatures of material inside of the nozzle and ad-
ditionally change the nucleation rate.

Drawing of fibres, which is related to the movement of printing
head in XY plane and flow rate of polymer melt, can cause the stress
induced crystallisation, thus, affect microstructure of the fabricated fi-
bres [58]. In this study, to obtain smooth surface and desired diameter
of the fibres, the F was adjusted for each type of fibres in the range
between 20 and 95mm/min (see Table 1). The aforementioned feed
rates were below those determined by McIlroy and Graham that alter
crystallisation [58]. Moreover, we did not observe any correlation be-
tween the applied feed rates and neither of the measured micro-
structural parameters, e.g. spherulites morphology, nor mechanical
properties.

All aforementioned phenomena could cause differences in ar-
rangement at the macromolecular level which was demonstrated by in-
depth DSC, WAXS and FTIR analyses. The direct effect of the different
cooling rates on Tc, and thus on the microstructure and perfection of
crystalline regions, could be observed as a change in Tm and in sharp-
ness of peak of fusion measured in the 1st heating run of DSC [54,59].
In this study, sharpness and shift of peak minimum of the melting en-
dotherms (Tm) towards lower temperatures was observed for fibres with
smaller diameters (Fig. 4), suggesting existence of smaller or less ar-
ranged crystalline regions. This was also proved in WAXS. The results
showed more than two folds difference between the dimension of
crystallites in (110) and (200) or (111) directions for 1.07mm fibres,
whereas all dimensions were very similar for 0.18mm fibres (Fig. 5c).

In FTIR analysis, alterations in carbonyl and methylene bands might
be caused by change of electronegativity of neighbouring atoms due to
formation of C–H⋯O=C interactions. It was shown for the blends of
PCL with hydrogen-bonding donor polymers that the additional strong
peaks in carbonyl band appeared [43,60] and were shifted towards
lower wavelength after increasing the concentration of the donor
polymer [60]. In a recent study, Funaki and co-workers underlined the
existence of three types of C–H⋯O=C interactions (two inter- and one
intramolecular) in pristine PCL. [44] The authors presented its impact
on position of C=O band derived from crystalline phase and appear-
ance of additional peaks in region of asymmetric stretching modes of
CH2 of crystalline PCL. In another recent study, Sangroniz and co-
workers underlined the striking differences in, e.g., viscosity or crys-
tallisation of self-nucleated and isotropic melts of PCL due to various
probabilities of formation of hydrogen bonds [61]. In the present study,
the difference in C–H⋯O=C interactions were visible as the shift of
peak 3 deconvoluted from carbonyl band, and considered to originate
from crystalline phase (Fig. 6d). Additionally, we observed in crystal-
line phase of PCL changes in the appearance of some peaks or in their

Fig. 7. PLM microphotographs of ultra-thin slices obtained from cross-sections of 0.25mm (a), 0.41mm (b) and 1.07mm (c) fibres.
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intensity in the region of asymmetric stretching (Fig. 6e) and de-
formation (Fig. A1 in Supplementary Data) modes of CH2. More or
stronger peak, which originated plausibly from higher input of hy-
drogen bonds, were recorded for larger fibres. This can be explained by
lower cooling rate and smaller arrangement of polymer chains inside
the nozzle in meso state which could enhance intermolecular dipole-
dipole interactions (like hydrogen bonds) and cause increase of their
fraction. Similarly, increase of dipole-dipole fraction after heating PCL,
up to the melting point, was observed in recent work by Kotula and co-
workers using Raman spectroscopy [62].

Using WAXS analysis, we showed that the lower cooling rate of
thicker fibres played an important role in growth of the crystalline re-
gions [63]. The relation was especially clear in the direction perpen-
dicular to (110) plane of the crystalline lattice, where the shortest
possible C–H⋯O=C interactions can be created [44]. Moreover, in-
creased fraction of hydrogen bonds induced the expansion of crystal
lattice in thicker fibres, as it was reported in other biodegradable
polymers, namely, poly(glycolic acid) or poly(hydroxybutyrate)
[44,52]. In this study, the shift of peaks to lower 2Θ value (Fig. 5a)
which, according to Braggs's law, corresponds to an increase in distance
between lattice planes and the expansion of crystal lattice was observed
for thicker fibres.

Furthermore, the effects of hydrogen bonds may significantly in-
fluence the interpretation of relation between Xc and mechanical
properties. Sato et al. [52] estimated that the energy of the C–H⋯O=C
bond in poly(hydroxybutyrate) contributed to less than one third of the
measured heat of fusion and could lead to significant overestimation of
the calculated crystallinity in DSC. Alternatively, the enthalpy of pure
crystals of PCL deformed by presence of H-bonds might be lower than
reported in the literature, giving rise to possibly erroneous value of
crystallinity measured by DSC [43]. Similarly, the FTIR analysis re-
vealed no clear declining trend of changes in Xc in function of fibre
diameter; moreover, considering the Ac as the (A3+A2+A1), the
slight declining trend became more imperceptible. The reason may be
that in the methods of calculation of Xc by DSC and FTIR analysis, the
difference in signals given by fraction of hydrogen bonds overlaps with
the measured signals. Nevertheless, in the thicker fibres, more
C–H⋯O=C interactions or types of interactions were present, which
was visible in the CH2 regions of the FTIR spectrum. On the other hand,
the over 90% correlation between mechanical properties of the in-
vestigated fibres and the Xc measured by means of WAXS (Table A2 in
Supplementary Data) could be explained by the sensitivity of this
method to presence of the defects in crystalline region, e.g. expansion of
crystal lattice due to presence of H-bonds [43,44] or by the inhibition of
growth of crystalline region due to bigger fraction of H-bonds formed
[43] upon slower cooling of thicker fibres after extrusion.

In Fig. 8 we schematically presented the variations in micro-
structures and mechanical properties of PCL fibres in the tested range of
diameters. With increase of diameter of fibre larger spherulites were
observed, however lower content of crystalline phase with elongated
crystallites and expanded crystal lattice occurred. The abovementioned
variations can be explained by differences in molecular orientation
inside the nozzle and cooling rate during extrusion. The second factor
affected the durability of molecular order obtained in the nozzle due to
shear and had strong impact on crystallisation after extrusion. It seems
that the higher shear rate and temperature gradient inside the thinner
nozzle decreased the possibility of creation of supramolecular interac-
tions in PCL, like H-bonds. Whereas in thicker fibres weaker molecular
order occurred and more hydrogen bonds were formed in meso state,
affecting the size and shape of obtained crystalline lattice and crystal-
lites, thus also mechanical properties of the polymer. Reported finding
are consistent with results of terahertz spectroscopy performed by Fu-
naki et al., showing that the intermolecular interactions in PCL are built
first during the formation of lamella [44]. Thus, during slow crystal-
lisation and at higher entropy of the system when crystallisation begun,
the formation of larger fraction of H-bonds was more plausible.

Moreover, the formed hydrogen bonds inhibited the progression of
crystallisation of thicker fibres after extrusion. That was proved in ad-
ditional experiment, the analysis of the changes of degree of crystal-
linity in time measured by DSC (see Fig. A2 in Supplementary Data).

We also investigated the effect of lower cooling rate on the me-
chanical properties of the 0.18mm and 0.25mm fibres by printing them
at ambient and increased temperature of platform. Deposition on the
warm platform (45 °C) was aimed to induce lower cooling rates. It de-
creased the stiffness of both types of fibres by 15–20%, when compared
with the stiffness of fibres deposited at ambient temperature (Fig. A3b
in Supplementary Data). Moreover, reduction of the cooling rate can-
celled the correlation between fibre diameter and stiffness; values of E
measured for both types of fibres printed on the warm platform were
similar (p > 0.5). Additionally, a shift of Tm towards higher tempera-
tures and no changes in Hm was observed. The former suggests increase
of size and/or molecular arrangement of the crystals. On the other
hand, the lack of changes in the Hm combined with simultaneous de-
crease in E is yet another example of the contribution of hydrogen
bonds to the enthalpy of fusion measured by DSC. Those observations
support our findings regarding the relationship between the cooling
rate, formation of the hydrogen bonds and the stiffness of the in-
vestigated fibres.

The aforementioned supramolecular interactions measured for the
fibres made of PCL 70–90 kDa affected mechanical properties thereof.
In additional experiment, we wanted to investigate whether the su-
pramolecular interactions, and thus the mechanical properties, could be
affected by the molecular weight of the PCL. To this end, we performed
tensile tests and DSC measurements using fibres made of PCL with
lower MW (Mn 45 kDa, Sigma-Aldrich). We observed similar fibre dia-
meter-dependent trends for tensile modulus and thermal properties as
those obtained for Mn PCL 70–90 kDa (Fig. A4 in Supplementary Data),
i.e. the modulus decreased and Tm was shifted towards higher tem-
peratures with increasing diameter of the fibres.

Another concern worth investigating is that during additive manu-
facturing of 3D scaffolds, the fibres are stacked upon each other. The
deposition of melt of polymer on already deposited and solidified fibres
might change their microstructure, thus mechanical properties. To ad-
dress this issue, we performed annealing of two types of fibres, printed
with nozzles with ID 0.25mm and 1.07mm, at 50 °C for 24 h. The
annealing temperature was chosen based on infrared imaging taken
during fabrication. The effect of annealing on thermal properties and
stiffness is presented in Fig. A3c-d in Supplementary Data. Although we
recorded change of shape of the melting endotherm and a shift of the
melting point, the measured changes in stiffness were not significant.
Therefore, we believe that the stiffness of material in stacking points of
3D porous scaffolds will be strongly linked to stiffness of extruded fibre
and should not be significantly affected by micro-annealing caused by
heat of deposited fibre from upper layer. Nevertheless, in FDM-printed
porous scaffolds, there are other architectural parameters that de-
termine its mechanical properties significantly, i.e. pattern, layer
thickness or distance between fibres in single layer, due to its impact on
porosity and contact area between layers. Moreover, other processing
parameters, e.g. the temperature of extruded material strongly influ-
ence the stacking by changing the capacity of diffusion or re-entangling
of polymer chains at interface between layers [64]. All mentioned
parameters can be used to adjust the macroscopic mechanical proper-
ties of scaffolds. However, the difference in nanoscale properties due to
variations in microstructure can be modulated only by previously
analysed phenomena in this study. It is important to consider the dif-
ference in microstructure of fibres, thus the properties, as in most of the
TE applications, scaffolds should exhibit high porosity, which imposes
increased distance between fibres. In scaffolds with high porosities,
i.e.> 50%, the fraction of fibres which are not in contact with each
other is higher than the fraction of fibres which are stacked upon each
other. Therefore, the unbounded segments of fibres and its micro-
structure play important role in TE scaffolds.
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5. Conclusions

The converse correlation between the mechanical properties and the
diameter of 3D-printed fibres made of PCL was found. The relation
strongly depended on the microstructure induced by the fabrication
process, thus spontaneous cooling rate and shear occurring in the
nozzle. The obtained results demonstrated the differences present at
each analysed level of microstructure. With increase of diameter of
fibre larger spherulites were observed, however lower content of crys-
talline phase with elongated crystallites and expanded crystal lattice
occurred. The observed differences between fibres were related with
formation of hydrogen bonds which varied during processing and af-
fected the crystallisation of polymeric chains.

Taken together, the results obtained in the present study shed light
on the phenomena occurring during the fabrication of PCL fibres by the
FDM method. Moreover, they reveal the complexity of process – mi-
crostructure – property dependence and how they can be affected
during fabrication. In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that

the diameter of the PCL fibres should be considered as a parameter
which may affect the mechanical properties of 3D-printedscaffolds due
to changes of the microstructure of polymer during extrusion process.
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